largely because they have them to begin with. I don't know that it's even necessarily a problem because something else that needs to be talked about is that there are too many actors graduating from mainstream training programs. There's not enough work for them in the employee-focused theatre world.
SONIA: I agree: I think it is a problem. For the most part, training in this country is geared toward being extremely practical, and I think that that has something to do with what you could describe as a generalized Canadian mentality. It's our job as those who are doing the training to provide an opportunity to expand imaginations, stretch the physical body, and expand the mind and spirit to see what is possible. The vision of what is possible in Canadian training is still very small, and it is a fear-based situation. It breaks my heart to be in rehearsal and see actors who cannot make a creative choice because they're too scared with the dynamic in the room, with the director, with the whole set-up of the theatre, and with the need to keep a job. And, for the most part, that fear is not getting addressed within the training itself.
KER:
To me that just illustrates what I'm saying. I think it's unreasonable to go into a situation and expect actors to behave differently. That's what I'm saying about an artist's sense of their own power, their agency not being cultivated in mainstream training. That is not the way that system works. Mainstream and actorcreator programs are different from one another; they are creatures that are created differently.
SONIA: I don't agree. I'm not saying we should ask actors to do what they don't already know how to do. I'm saying help them bring those skills to rehearsal.
You're asking them to explore and take risks in a system that does not have room or time for exploration. Large commercial or not-for-profit theatres don't have enough time. The whole system and the whole way they're budgeted, with everything revolving about their bottom line, means they can't take those risks. And I don't blame them, I don't begrudge them that, they're running a business. But I don't think that rejigging all the actor-training programs in the country to operate on the actor-as-creator model is realistic at all. I do think there's a limited audience for that kind of work.
DANIEL:
There's a great dance school in Belgium called PARTS, or Performing Arts Research and Training Studios. They have a stream where they say, "You want to be a professional dancer, we will give you incredible skills." And then they have another line of approach where they tell you, "You want to develop your own work, we will facilitate that." But these are two completely differentiated streams, and they're very frank about it with their students. I think what we aren't frank about in this countrywhat the mainstream, monolithic training programs are not frank about-is the fact that students are being prepared for industrial work. This basically means if you're handsome you'll be X and if you're fat you'll be Y. You're invited into programs on the basis of your ability to fill a particular type. These students are then mistakenly told, "Oh, that is actually being an artist." KER: For sake of the argument, Sonia: training the actor differently isn't going to change the director's expectations, is it?
SONIA:
No. What changes a director's expectations, thoughand I know this can be done because I've done it-is that an actor can show up and do something that was not at all what a director thought was possible. This offering is then there in the room, and the director can see it. Now the director can still choose to go, "I'm not interested in that." But they can also choose to say, "Oh, so that's possible …" KER: I see no evidence that that is possible from the last few years of working in that system. I just don't think that better-trained actors, or differently trained actors, will fundamentally change what's happening in the majority of Canadian theatres. I actually have come to think nothing is going to change what's happening in those theatres, and we just have to focus on making our own work.
SONIA: I can agree with you. That's why I said that this may simply be me being idealistic. But I still see no reason not to train the actors to maximize their potential. What then happens with that potential will remain to be seen. But if it never gets developed, then it will never even show up as a possibility in that rehearsal room because most rehearsal rooms are absolutely not aligned to do what they're supposed to do: to allow actors the safety and the courage to create and go out on a limb and try something.
MAIKO: I'd like to speak to what happens at Simon Fraser (SFU).
I feel like when I entered SFU it was less a buffet-style smattering approach and more of a clear vision and philosophy at the school. I think that's why so many companies came out of the program. They were teaching us all the tools we needed to get onstage and do everything we thought we needed to do. And, in the end, most of us went out and essentially tried to recreate what they were passing on to us, which is more a philosophy of artmaking or being an artist. I received an ensemble-based, physical approach that was about collaborative making. The idea of the ensemble, that was pushed a lot, so maybe that naturally generated a feeling of wanting to make work among graduates. But now it's actually a problem because the students who come out of SFU-and there are also groups who come out of University of British Columbia and Studio 58 now with the same idea-think that what they're supposed to do is go out into the world and start a company. There are so many different companies all doing similar things that these companies and the actors that make them up never get a chance to get out of the gate running. ctr 160 fall 2014
Aesthetic Diversities | FEATURES KER: Over the past five years of teaching, I have felt an increasing level of discomfort with what it is I'm sending students out there to do. Consider the options: the possibility of graduating from theatre school only to spend ten years waiting for an audition, or going to commercial auditions and getting one or two roles a year. How about instead spending ten years, as has been said, trying to make your own work? The skills you acquire in the context of making your own work are the skills of self-actualization, as are the skills you acquire as a publicist, logistics person, and planner. To me that's a better way of spending those ten years. And that is a matter of personal taste as well because I think there are many people who make a terrific living as an actor for hire, if that's indeed what they want to do. But there are others who linger in a kind of limbo of waiting for their definition of themselves to be given to them by someone else. And those people become ghosts. I know I'd feel better training people for the possibility of making work and taking their destiny into their own hands.
MAIKO: I agree with you, Ker. Being someone who's done both of those things, I think it's much more productive to be able to have skills to self-start. Producing has taught me more about being able to operate in this world than anything has, but I think we're in dangerous territory because there's nowhere for these selfproducing students to go. Because of the high numbers of these students, they're spending their energy in a hamster wheel of starting all kinds of endeavours that often don't go anywhere.
DANIEL: This is somewhat of a bigger-picture concern than we've been addressing, but I think that if there's anything monolithic about what's going on it's that in many contexts theatre training simply isn't actually theatre training. When I was a little kid, I learned to play classical music, dance, and martial arts. It demanded the repetition of certain skills in order to advance through the material. But increasingly it seems like much theatre training involves getting a whole bunch of people together and doing triage by way of audition to find out if prospective students can kind of do role-playing the way you'd like them to. You then make them do this role-playing a whole lot for three years, while giving them feedback on it, of course. Then, with any luck, you assign them to employers who can have them do that in their theatres. So regardless of whether or not we're inadvertently creating a situation where our local ecology can't absorb the number of artists we're producing, my preoccupation as teacher is to actually teach real skills to people. I feel that the dominant models of actor training in North America are oriented around a "free your id, and the art will follow" approach. This is not actually pedagogy. Put someone into a musical conservatory and three years later there's a colossal difference in their skills-base ability. Put someone into a mainstream theatre training institution in Canada and who knows 
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what changes for them after three years. It's insufficient. What's inspiring about Philippe Gaulier's le jeu, for example, is that someone has actually taken the procedures and techniques that comprise the approach and have made sure that they have been tested to their limits. Many European art techniques coming from the sixties, seventies, and eighties have been pressure-tested in a way ALEX: Again thinking about these issues in a historical context, until very recently theatre training was essentially done by companies. In England it was the actor manager system where you would go, be the spear-carrier, and watch a Herbert Beerbohm Tree do his speeches. That's how you would learn. Training has now been farmed out to different institutions and away from the apprenticeship model. The question is, can a student's sequestration in an institution away from the theatre work of the day actually supply them with a rigorous context of study?
DANIEL: I know several people who came out of Slavic countries formerly part of the Soviet Union where the Russians had implemented an incredible teaching system. If your teacher taught you, not only were you learning to perform, you were learning to teach. People like Petre Batakliev and Gregory Hlady have lived a tradition of pedagogy the likes of which we absolutely do not have in North America. Part of the effectiveness of these kinds of institutions is that they promote the willingness to make sacrifices in order to gain intensity.
KER: I agree.
ALEX:
There are things about those systems that I don't like: the undemocratic aspect of those kinds of training approaches; their un-collaborative aspect; and the guru mentality that develops around them. I find these qualities kind of repugnant in some ways, largely because they can create credulous believers rather than thoughtful artists.
KER: I'll return for a moment to what got my own attention as a student. Why, midway through theatre school, was I so struck by what we did with Richard Fowler in a way I was not captured by anything else I was doing? As much as this fascination had to do with specific aesthetic or technical aspects of the work, it was also fuelled by the fact that his approach involved a coherent system and its application. His work served as a container in which it seemed like there was room for a lot of energy, as well as a passion and desire I had for rigour. This relates to what Daniel was saying about the realities of working within Equity guidelines. For better or worse, when I was rehearsing with Equity actors in a recent production of Macbeth, it really struck me again and again how so much of the Equity structure seemed designed-even if not consciously or explicitly-to serve as a way to avoid being too serious about what we were doing. Of course, to work too long, or to work too long without a break, can be a means of abusing people. But I know that for me, being pushed was what allowed me to become an artist. Being pushed provided me the opportunity to be serious and to be pushed in a way that, up until then, I hadn't been.
BARRY:
Are there specific things that you would want to change that would fulfill the vision of a different future for actor training in Canada as you see it?
ALEX: I think Maiko said this: we need an intellectual basis informing the training. I get a sense with Maiko's work that this basis is present, something that I often find lacking in other training work. And maybe you don't think of it this way, Maiko, but if we're training creators, part of that training has to be a kind of intellectual training. do is train creators, then I think we need to encourage discussion about contemporary aesthetics and be thinking about our work as part of that wider discussion.
MAIKO: I've been having this conversation a lot lately about the inability for professionals-let alone students-to have a critical discussion about work. It's fundamental for a theatre person to have discussions about their work, to not be afraid of hurting people's feelings, or of having people being overly sensitive. It's very important for people to talk about their training and artistry, engage in discourse, and relate their work to the work of others. That's beyond valuable.
SONIA:
The weakest aspect of most North American acting programs is physical rigour. Not simply movement training, but physically rigorous training that provokes the actor to engage with the extraordinary. We've mentioned a number of times this word rigour, and I think it's a very important one. Physical rigour galvanizes the presence of the actor and moves the actor beyond the everyday by demanding the extraordinary from them daily. Physical rigour contextualizes all the other aspects of an actor-training program by creating a framework of intense daily training that tangibly solidifies the psychological processes for an actor. Also, I think we are very much lacking master teachers in Canada. The reality is that not every brilliant theatre artist is a
Scene from 2007 production of The Quince Garden, created and directed by Karin Randoja and Ker Wells with the graduating class (Humber Theatre). Photo by Andrew Oxenham brilliant teacher. What tends to make someone a master teacher is someone who focuses, full time, on their pedagogical approach and tests it with equal rigour and dedication as they are demanding from the students. This is not possible for theatre artists who are predominantly focused on their professional work and are dropping in to training programs to offer, as Ker was saying, six weeks to add to the tool box.
DANIEL:
Absolutely agree with you, Sonia.
BARRY:
Those are two pretty concrete things-a more rigorous training regimen, and everything that comes along with that, but also a stronger focus on pedagogy.
KER:
The question of physical rigour and physical ability is certainly something I feel like a good deal of my practice in making and teaching theatre has been wrapped up in. And I think students have responded enthusiastically when I teach because physical rigour is an element which they recognize, or feel, the value of.
One thing I would add is an idea of theatre as local, in the same way local food has become a preoccupation: theatre as a manifestation of a local culture. One of the reasons the program at Humber has provided me with hope at times is that so many of the students there are from blue-collar families, from smaller towns, smaller cities, suburban cities, and often from the first generation in this country, either themselves or their parents. It has become a preoccupation and source of excitement for me to use their first languages, or other aspects of their own culture, in the work we make. For instance, when we did The Cherry Orchard at Humber and one of the actors in the class was a grass dancer from Grassy Narrows, we used a grass dance as the final scene in the play.
And I think that if you make that ethic as important as the aesthetic characteristics of what you're doing, then it becomes a much deeper political question: about society, and what, and who, defines our society, and so on.
BARRY:
Maybe that's a great place to wrap it up. 
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